PRIVACY POLICY FOR A2Softin Ltd mobile applications

BASICS

We respect your right to privacy and are committed to following applicable data protection rules to safeguard your rights. A2Softin Ltd. want to make sure that you understand the type of data it collects about you, how it is used and how we protect it. You can withdraw your agree at any time by contacting A2Softin Ltd., see 'Contacts'.

A2Softin Ltd. need to collect some data about you so that it can provide you with the best services. This Privacy Policy describes the data it collects about you and how this data is treated and for what purposes A2Softin Ltd. may share this data and how you can contact A2Softin Ltd. about your data. By using the A2Softin Ltd mobile applications, you agree to use of your data by A2Softin Ltd. as described below.

WHAT DATA A2Softin Ltd. MAY COLLECT

We may collect the following data:
- Technical data and related data about the device being used for the services, including unique push ID, operating system, application software and peripherals
- Data related to the use and performance of the services;

If A2Softin Ltd. need to collect additional data or access certain parts of your device, it will first ask for your agree and the data will only be used in accordance with this Privacy Policy.

WHY A2Softin Ltd. COLLECTS DATA

A2Softin Ltd. collects data about your device to:
- provide you with software updates and support, improve and develop new products and services
- communicate with you about the services
- fulfill its legal and administrative obligations (such as making tax returns/payments)
- enforce this Privacy Policy
- protect the rights and safety of our customers or others

We do not sell or trade the data. We do not use it for advertising purposes

WHO MAY WE DISCLOSE INFORMATION TO?

A2Softin Ltd. may transfer data to:
- local or foreign regulators, governments and law enforcement authorities, including tax collection agencies and stock or other exchanges;
- local and foreign courts, tribunals, arbitrators or other judicial committees;
- persons in connection with any sale, merger, acquisition, disposal, reorganization or similar change of A2Softin Ltd. business (including any potential or actual purchaser of that business and that purchaser's advisors);
- third parties, if so required to comply with mandatory law or requirements;

PERIOD OF RETENTION AND USE

We will retain the data for as long as is necessary for the relevant activity or services described above or for as long as we are lawfully required to do so.
The data will be destroyed if:
- the purpose of collection and use of data has been achieved;
- the business for the services concerned is discontinued; or
You withdraw your agree to the collection of data by contacting A2Softin Ltd. (for contact information please ‘CONTACTS’ below).

TRANSFER

A2Softin Ltd. may share your data with other companies with our trusted subcontractors in order to provide the services and for the purposes set out in this Privacy Policy. Processing of Data may therefore take place in countries other than your home country. Data collected in the European Economic Area (the “EEA”), may be stored, processed or transferred outside of the EEA, as described in this Privacy Policy. The destination country may not offer the same level of protection of the data as the country where you are located and may only provide you with fewer legal rights in relation to the data. However, A2Softin Ltd. will only process the data as described in this Privacy Policy and use its efforts to handle the data securely and in accordance with applicable data protection rules. You expressly agree to your data being used as set out herein.

PRECAUTIONS

A2Softin Ltd. protects your data using commercially reasonable precautions to prevent loss, misuse, unauthorized access, disclosure, alteration, and destruction. However, we cannot guarantee security, either on or off the Internet. You are responsible for protecting your device against unauthorized access and use, and any transmission of data will be at your own responsibility.

CHILDREN

The service not directed to children under the age of 18, and A2Softin Ltd. do not knowingly collect personal data from children under 18.

CHANGES

A2Softin Ltd. may amend this Privacy Policy from time to time. A2Softin Ltd. will use reasonable efforts to notify you before such change, through the service. By continuing to use the services after such notification, you are acknowledging and accepting the changes.

YOUR RIGHTS TO ACCESS DATA

You cannot access the data as A2Softin Ltd. do not store this data personalized, but in form of statistics.

CONTACTS

For the purpose of European data protection laws, the data controller is A2Softin Ltd..

If you have any questions about how A2Softin Ltd. use the data, you can contact us at a2softin@gmail.com.

For an overview of the entities that regularly receive the data, see below:

Name and Contact: A2Softin Ltd.
Role: Data Controller
Location: Ukraine
Purpose of Collection, Use or Transfer: To provide you with the services and any associated products or services, provide you with software updates and support, improve and develop new products and services, and maintain and manage websites and other related services, communicate with You about the Services, fulfill A2Softin Ltd. legal and administrative obligations, enforce this Privacy Policy, protect the rights, property or safety of A2Softin Ltd. customers or others
Nature of Data: See data described in ‘WHAT DATA A2Softin Ltd. MAY COLLECT’, above
Period of Retention: See description in ‘PERIOD OF RETENTION AND USE’ above